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BRISTOL 
---- ·--o- - ,..,~-
PROV uf 
VOL. XI, No. 6 A News Service for the Educational Community. Tuesday. October 26, 1971 
-Alternative To Bristol 
Government Proposed 
Editor's Note: In order to understand the full"impbrtance of the below 
article a brief background is necessary concerning the past government 
on the Bristol campus. 
The trouble with last year's government soon arose after elections. 
Although 28 students were elected as Senators, it was soon to follow that 
only a few truly interested Senators did anything; the others weren't 
fieard of thereafter. When at last it was realized, toward the end of the 
year that a few could not control the politics of the campus, a Student 
Governance Committee was formed which governed for the remainder of 
the year, as a less than par substitute for the Senate. PLEASE KEEP IN 
MIND THAT THE BELOW IS A PROPOSAL and is not written "into 
law" yet. 
During the past few weeks a number of interested students, faculty 
and administrators have been meeting regularly to discuss the state of 
student "government" on the Bristol campus. As a result of many 
discussions, a number of conclusions have been reached: 
a) Student Senate elections in the past have been largely popularity 
contests without enough candidates to provide a real election. 
b) As a result of "a" above, there have not been enough checks and 
balances in the allocation of the Student Activity Fee budget which totals 
between $35 - $40,000. 
c) Faculty has had little opportunity for input in terms of recom-
mendations and/ or suggestions. 
d) There is a real need on the Bristol campus for an effective 
mechanism for facilitating student activities. 
Roger 
WilHams 
College~ 
Theatre 
presents 
ARMS 
AND 
THE · MAN 
BY GEORGE 
BERNARD 
SHAW 
Bristol Gov't. Pg. 3 
reservations 
255-2016 
,_A spoof on romanticism and military vain~l .ory.11 
OCTOBER . 28, 29, 3Q, 31 1971 
' 
THEATRE ONE . 8: 30 pm 
Protest Against Administration: 
Theft of Dorin I.D.'s Linked 
To 2 Resident Assistants 
by Gary Muzio 
Dormitory students do not have 
meal cards to identify- themselves 
as dorm residents. Each time 
dorm students obtained their 
meals a check list was used. Just 
recently I.D.'s were issued and 
kept on the table at the entrance in 
the dining hall. About two weeks 
ago these I.D . cards were 
"removed" from the dining hall. 
Two.dorm students, Stan Shatz and 
George Levesque were responsible 
for its removal. The interview that 
follows is with Len Goldberg, Dean 
of Students on the Bristol campus. 
Next week the Quill will carry the 
views of George and Stan. 
In the past ID 's came out of the 
registrar's budget. They were cut 
out of the budget this year. The 
cost _was approximately $1000. 
Dean Goldberg said he had been 
asked about ID 's frequently but 
only informally. Stan, in fact, had 
asked him about it just a few days 
before. For fear of raising hopes 
that would prove to be false, Dean 
Goldberg said his response was not 
encouraging. 
The question was one of 
priorities. Stan and Georg~ 
vehemently dissagreed with the 
·priorities of the Administration. On 
Thursday night , Oct. 7, ac-
companied by. Mike Festa, Stan 
and George took 300 ID pictures 
from the cafeteria with the in-
tention of confronting Dean 
Goldberg on Friday morning, 
At Prov: 
Senate President 
Injured, "Maced"; 
Arrested on 
Police Assault 
The newly elected President of 
the Providence Student Senate 22 
year old Steve Salvatore, ~as 
arrested on Saturday, October 10 
and charged with assault on a 
police officer and disorderly 
conduct. He allegedly assaulted 
patrolman Augustino Comella. 
Comella suffered a chipped elbow 
and dislocated shoulder. . . 
The incident arose at the Oc-
tober Fest at the Narragansett 
Brewing Co in Cranston, R.I. 
Police were called to the scene 
after several scuffles eventually 
broke into group fights. Police said 
Police, Pg . .\ 
using the pictures as a sort of 
"ransom." The Dean · was out of 
town, though, and C arof Rushton 
<Assoc. Dean of Students) and 
Hal Connor (Dorm director) were 
confronted instead. Their first 
response was to tell Stan and 
George to return the cards for the 
meals that day. Hal also told them 
that we would support them in 
their efforts. Stan and George 
however, wanted to see Dean 
Goldberg so they held the pictures 
until they could. The wait was 
longer than they expected, though, 
as Dean Goldberg didn' t come in 
until Wednesday (Monday was a 
holiday). 
His reaction was mixed. The 
first was what he termed a "gut 
level" reaction where he simply 
wanted to shake hands and say 
"forget it." After all , he liked and 
respected Stan and George and 
thought of them as good RA's. On 
the other hand he felt: "I didn't 
want it interpretable that you could 
do this sort of thing and nothing 
would happen." So he had to decide 
whether to deal with Stan & George 
as staff or students. Since he felt _ 
they were in a position where they 
were to exemplify the type of 
behavior acceptable to the school, 
he dealt with them as staff 
members. They were dismissed 
from their positions. 
Then came the actions which 
Dean Goldberg was later to say 
.were impressive enough to 
warrant a compromise. At a 
Monday night Dorm Government 
meeting there was a _dialogue 
between the Dean and the students. 
" That could have been an 
inquisition, but it wasn't. It was 
give and take on both sides." In 
addition, on that evening, Dean 
Goldberg was presented with a 
petition, bearing 246 names, 
requesting the reinstatement of 
Stan and George. "That showed us 
we had made a good choice 
originally in choosing them as 
RA's . If they were just mean 
bastards, nobody'd care if they lost 
their jobs'1, said Dean Goldberg. 
He then suggested that they meet 
the following day, with a smaller 
number of students and attempt to 
reach some accord. Chip Howe 
headed a staff of 5 RA 's and 5 dorm 
government students who met with 
Dean Goldberg the foliowing day. 
They settled on the following 
compromise: 
Stan and George were to be 
rehired. They would assume ad-
ditfonal RA duty including the 
closing and reopening of the dorms 
on vacations. This means they will 
probably miss a day at the 
beginning or/and end of vacations. 
In addition, they will contribute 10 
hours a week working around the 
school. Said Dean Goldberg, · ~ I felt 
my point was made so there was no 
reason for me to remain hard." 
"The David Harrises and all those that support them are your 
deadly enemies. They want to destroy you and me. Don't let them 
do it." 
Defense Secretary, 
David Packard 
David Harris 
(Husband of Joan Baez) 
Tonight 8: 00 p.m. 
Bristol High Aud. 
Free 
-honor student 
-football player, debater 
-"boy of the year" high school 
-prisoner for 20 months 
-founder of RESISTANCE 
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Edi tori.al .Guest EditQrial 
The Reign of Power On Wasted Time 
/ 
Many, many years ago along the shores of the once spiritual Bay of 
Mount Hope, there existed a tiny village of about 300 villagers called 
"Togetherness". The villagers of Togetherness were a very closely knit 
burich of people. When something happened to one -of their people the 
others would flock to their rescue: The people even had an existing 
government, made up of villagers from every hamlet of their small 
structural society. Their leader whom they called Sir Howe headed their 
governmental structure. · · 
Existing on the other side of their village was .a stone castle. This 
castle was inhabited by the squires; knights, and knaves and headed by 
Princess Carol and King Leonard. When trouble brewed in the village,· it 
was usually controlled by this King and Princess. · 
Also living in tae tiny village was a noble villager, the honorable Sir 
Hal who tried to.control difficulties that arose in the village such as men 
visitors who stayed all night because their mistresses lived in the hamlets 
and also the illicit use of the common "medicinal weeds" that flocked in 
from afar. · 
Sometimes, as happened last week, the villagers were forced to flee 
their warm huts into the chilling dampness of the evil night, for fear that 
an enemy had planted a hidden evil in one of the huts and even some 
medicine men were called in from adjacent villages to search the huts 
only to find nothing. · 
One day in this small village of Togetherness a theft occurred. Two 
prominent villagers had stole the other villagers " identification badges." 
The two peasants named Squire George and Sir Stan went before King 
Leonard, Princess Carol and Sir Hal. The t\\'.O los~ their jobs in the village 
but however, were not banished from the nlnd. • 
But the villagers , who were all very c!Ose, would not stand for this 
and their government headed by Sir Howe met. Meanwhile the two 
prominent villagers returned the " identification badges" saying they 
were protesting the way the castle was treating ' the other surrounding 
villagers, because these villagers did not have identification badges. 
Nevertheless the people of Togetherness signed a proclamation 
demanding that the peasants' jobs be restored. Well, Princess Carol and 
King Leonard and Sir Hal met with representatives of the village 
government. After deliberation the two peasants' jobs were restored, but 
the peasants had to spend additional days in the village on weekends, and 
had to return one day earlier after a holiday. 
The villagers rejoiced in their victory over the castle and peace and 
harmony were restored to the tiny village of Togetherness. 
It goes to show'how a small village can indeed reign over the powerful 
castle, but where does the ultimate power lie? 
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John Grossi 
by James A. Michener 
(A one-time professor, editor, 
World War II .serviceman in the 
South Pacific, and Pulitzer Prize 
wfnner, James A. Michener has 
brought a whole new dimension to 
the world of literature. One of the 
most prolific and exciting writers 
of the last three decades, Mr. 
Michener has authored such best-
selling novels . as Hawaii, 
Caravans, Iberia, and the Drif-
ters.) 
• * * • * * • • 
' Don't be too calculating. Don't be 
too scientific.Don't let the shrinks 
terrify you or dictate the 
movements of your life. 
There is a divine irrelevance in 
the unjverse and ·many men and 
women win through to a sense of 
greatness in their· lives by.'stum-
bling and fumbling their way into 
patterns that gratify them and 
allow them to utilize their en-
dowments to the maximum. 
If Swarthmore College in 1925 
had employed even a . half-way 
decent guidance counselor, I would 
have spent my life as an assistant 
professor of education in some 
midwestern university. Because 
when I reported to college it must 
have been apparent fo everyone 
• that I was destined/or some kind of 
academic _career. Nevertheless; I 
was allowe'd to take Spanish, which 
leads to nothing, instead of French 
or German, which as everyone 
knows are important languages 
studied by serious students who 
wish to gain a Ph.D. 
' .. ' 
I cannot .teit you how often I was 
penalized for having taken a 
frivolous language like Spanish 
instead of a decent, self-respecting 
tongue like French. In ' the end, I 
sacrificed my academic career. 
Instead, T continued · to putter 
around with Spanish and found a 
deep affinity for it. In the end, I 
was able to write a book about 
Spain which will probably live 
longer t.han anything else I've 
done . In other words, I blindly 
backed into a minor masterpiece. 
There are thousands of pe.ople 
competent to write about France, 
and if I 'had taken that language in 
college I would have been prepared 
to add no new ideas to general 
knowledge. · It was Spanish that 
opened up for me a whole new· 
universe of concepts and ideas. 
I wrote nothing until I was forty .. 
This tardy beginning, one might' 
say this delinquency, stemmed 
from the fact that I had spent a 
good . deal of my early time 
knocking around this country and 
Europe, trying to find out what f 
believed in , what values were large 
enough to enlist my sympathies· 
during what I sensed would be a· 
lo-ng and confused lije. Had t. 
committed myself at age eighteen,' 
as I. was encouraged to do, I would 
not even have known the 
parameters of the problem, and 
any choice I might have made then 
would-hcive 'had to be wron~. · 
It took.me forty years to find out 
. the facts. 
. . 
As a consequence, i have never 
been able to feel anxiety about 
young people who are fumbling 
their way toward the enlighten-
ment that will- keep them going .. I 
doubt that a young man-unless he 
wants to be a doctor or a research 
chemist, where a substantial body 
of specific knowledge must be 
mastered within a prescribed 
time-can •waste time, regardless 
of what he does. I believe you have. 
till age thirty-five to decide finally 
on what you are going to do, and 
that any exploration you pursue in. 
the process will in the end turn out 
to have been crea.tive. 
Indeed, it may well be the year 
that observers describe as 
" wasted" that will prove to have 
been the most productive of those 
insights which will keep you going. 
The trip to Egypt. The two years 
spent working as a runner for a 
bank. The spell you spent on the 
newspaper in Idaho. Your ap-
prenticeship at a trade. These are 
the ways in which a young man 
ought to spend his life ... the ways of . 
waste that lead to true intelligence. 
Two more comments. 
Throughout my liie I have been 
something of an idealist-optimist, 
so it is startling for me to discover 
that recently I have become .a 
down-right Nietzschean! I find 
that the constructive work of the 
world is done by an appallingly 
small percentage of the general 
population. The rest simply don 't 
give a damn ... or they grow 
tired .. . or they failed to acquire 
when young the ideas that would 
vitalize them for the long decades. 
I am not saying that they don't 
matter. They count as among the 
most precious items on earth. But 
they cannot be depended upon 
either to generate necessary new 
ideas or put them into operation if 
.. someone else generates them. 
· Therefore those men and women 
who do hCi~~--t~ energy to form ' 
new CflnStrt1ct,S; and new , ways . to 
implement them must do the, wo,rk 
of many. I believe it to be an 
honorable aspiration to want to be 
among those creators. 
Final comment. I was ·about 
forty when I retired from the rat 
race, having satisfied myself that I 
could handle it if I had to. I saw 
then a man could count his life a 
success if he. survived-merely 
survived-to age sixty-five without 
having ended up in jail (because he 
couldn!t adjust to the minimum 
laws that society requires) or 
having landed in the booby hatch 
(because he could not bring his 
personality into harmony with .the 
personalities of others). 
I believe this now without 
question. Income, position, the 
opinion ·of one 's friends, ·the 
judgment .of one's peer~ and all the 
either traditional criteria by which 
human beings are generally 
judged are for the birds. The only 
question is, "Can you hang on 
through the crap they throw at you 
and not lose your freedom or your 
good sense?" 
I am now sixty-four and three-
quarters, and it's beginning to look 
as if I may make it. If I do, 
whatever happens beyond that is 
on the-house. ,.and of no . conc~rn to 
me. 
' .. (Letters to · · 
the Editor 
Appears on 
. · Page 4) 
T_uesday, October 26, 1971 
Calendar 
of Events 
Wednesday, Oct. 27 
7: 30 p.m.--RWC Workshop 
Series on " Defense in Modern , 
Basketball," Joe O'Brien, cQach at 
Assumption College will discuss 
" Man to Man Fundamentals," 
Bristol campus. 0 . 
8: OOp.m. --Film Society presents 
"The Blue Angel" with Marlene 
Dietrich, Lecture Hall No. 12.• 
8 : 00 p .m.~-Film Society presents 
the first in the acclaimed Kenneth 
Clarke film series, "Civilization." 
This first of 13 chapters is titled, 
"The Frozen World," Lecture Hall 
No. 14.• 
Thursday, Oct. 28 
7: 30 p.m.--Study Group for 
Parents , administration bldg., 
Bristo} campus. · 
_8: 30 p.m.--RWC Theatre Dept. 
presents George Bernard Shaw's. 
" Arms and the Man." Lecture Hall 
No. 1, Bristol campus.""" 
Friday, Oct. 29 
8 : 30 p.m.--RWC Theatre -
presents Shaw's " Arms and _,the 
Man," Lecture Hall No. 1""" 
Saturday, Oct. 30 
· 8 : 30 p.m.--RWC Theatre 
presents "Arms and _the Man," LH 
No .. 1."* 
Sunday, Oct. 31 , 
HAL LO WEEN <Take a goblin to 
lunch) 
8 : 30 p.m.--RWC Theatre 
presents " Arms and the Man" LR 
No. 1.""" 
*Event is free--the public is coF-
dially invited to attend. 
*•Event is open to the public--
Admi_ssi9n is charged: 
Seatrain and 
Swallow Tickets 
T lcket1 on Sale 
Thru 
Dean of Student• Office 
Brl1tol 
$3.50, '4.50, '5.50 
Prov. Y earhooks 
.Now on Sale 
Yearbook 
Office 
Attention 
Foreign 
~ 
Stude;nts 
Please report" to the Dean· of 
Students Office to complete the 
Annual Census Form issued by the 
Institute of Inte.rnational 
Education. Deadline: November 
15. 
Karat~ · Club 
Interested students for Co~Ed 
Karate Learn the art of self 
defense. Call: Chief Instructor, 
John Passoretti- -Tei. ( 726-4774) . 
Seniors In 
Education 
should see Miss Barry, relative to 
the National Teachers 
Examinations. 
( continued on Piz. 4) 
/ 
"l'I , ') ' 
Tuesday, October 26, 1971 
Bristol Gov't. 
(Continued from Pg. 1) 
Rather than· routinely perpetuating a system which has proved 
ineffectual in the past, a referendum is being formulated whic;h will a_t-
tempt to unite the faculty and students for the pupose of improving 
student affairs in general and student activities in specific. A brief outline 
of this proposal follows . 
REFERENDUM 
T herfollowing strtJcture is proposed for the recognition of clubs and 
organizations and for the dispurseinent of the Student Activities F~e: 
STUDENT AFFAIRS COUNL 
BUDGET COMM. 
SPEC IAL.,.4 ___ ... STUDENT ASSISTANCE;. CL UBS AND EVENTS SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS 
STUDENT BODY 
._.-.. ~ -
Student Affairs Council: Shall consist of six students, three faculty, 
and one Director of Residence, arid the Dea!_I of Students. Faculty 
members shall be elected by the Faculty Senate; student members shall 
be elected by the ~tudent membership at a general electfon. Students 
elected to this Council must resign any executive positions held in any 
College clubs or organizations. Three students may be-resident students, 
while the other three shall be commuters. -Class standing (freshman, 
soph., etc)- shall noCbe considered. 
The student members of the Student Affairs Council shpll comprise a 
Budget Committee which would review and apprQve the budget requests 
of all clubs and organizations. A portion of the student activities fee shall 
be reserved for the Special Events Committee. Periodically, the Special 
Events Committee and the clubs and organizations will convene to 
review the various decisions of the Student Affairs Council. 
Student Assistance-Service: The SAS will maintain a desk in the 
lobby of the Classroom Bldg. Amond its services and responsibilities will 
be the coordination of the various fundions of the Student Affairs 
Council, the SJ)ecial Events Committee, and Clubs and organizations. In 
addition, this Service will help facilitate the payment of requisitions and 
will be an overall, referral agent for students seeking help on a variety of 
topics. 
Although the above is a sketchy outline, full details will be provided 
at two open. meetings: 
Thursday, October28 
and 
Monday, November 1 
Viable·suggestions offered at the open meetings will be incorporated 
into the referendum whi'ch is tentatively scheduled for Wednesday, 
Thursday, and Friday, November 3,4,5. 
RIPIRG 
Campus Meeting 
Tht1rsday, Oct. 28_ 
. 
Student Union 
- Prov~ 
7:30 p.m. 
All interested people 
are invited to attend 
trrn Olli LL Page 3 
RIPIRG:Ques-iions 
and Answers ~ 
What -specific process · will 
RIPIRG follow in implementing its 
goals? 
The RIPIRG professional staff 
and student members will work 
together . . · Initially, they will 
research and analyze problems.-
The results of their work will then 
be publicized in order to educate 
the public . . In addition, their 
research will be used-. as 'evidence 
when RIPIRG app,ears before 
administrative and regtilatory 
agencies, lobbies for legislative 
action at local and state levels, and 
litigates in the courts. 
Why is an organization such as 
RIPIRG needed--especially now 
that college students can vote and 
thereby have a voice in the making 
of public policy through the 
electoral process? 
We conceive of two roles for 
RIPIRG thatare not presently filled 
by any non-partisan organization 
with similar resources: first, 
voting can-represent a meaningful 
role in policy making only if voters 
are well informed, and are voting 
in an election in which the issues 
have been • fully . exposed. 
1
Un-
fortunately, the election process 
tends to stress images rather than 
issues. By publicizing the results of 
research, RIPIRG will provide a 
more informed electorate, which 
will in turn encoural!e candidates 
to stress issues rather than 
images. 
Second, many administrative 
and regulatory agencies have 
important policy-making roles, yet 
voters cannot influence such 
'agencies because their members 
are appointed, not elected. 
RIPIRG will actively represent the 
results of its research and analysis 
before such agencies. 
Why is -RIPIRG being based on 
student funding and manpower? 
Students are an identifiable 
segment of society with the 
resources and idealism required to 
support an organization such as 
RIPIRG. As a group, they are . 
identified with a concern for the 
quality oflife. At present, however, 
they have no non-partisan 
organization of their own with 
substantial resources through 
which to act upon their concern . . 
RIPIRG will provide a framework 
within which students can combine 
their resources and talents in order 
to act upon,issues which determine 
the quality of life. Moreover, the 
RIPIRG concept is partially a 
response to claims ·that students 
are quick to find fault with public 
policie's and institutions, but slow 
to propose we,ll-thought out 
alternatives. RIPIRG will propose 
1 rational alternatives when it offers 
criticism. , 
Will RIPIRG be a special lobby 
for students? 
We wish to stress that RIPIRG 
will avoid expressing mere opinion 
unsupported by fact. In striving for 
objectivity, RIPIRG will represent 
a constituency which extends 
beyond campus student bodies to 
the community at large, in which 
students are also citizens. RIPIRG 
will be politically non-partisan. It 
will .not support any candidate for 
public office in any way. Finally 
RIPIRG will have no formal 
. connections with any nafional 
organization or with student public 
interest research groups in other 
states. 
SUMMARY 
We view RIPIRG as an op-
portunity to enhance the 
educational process which occurs 
within a college and university 
environment. That process has 
been characterized by Lester 
Malkerson, Chairman of the 
University of-Minnesota Board of 
Regents, as follows: 
"It might be said that the 
University is a place to challenge 
old ideas, a place to explore new 
ideas, a place to exchange ideas, a 
place to stretch one's imagination, 
a place to dream, a place to revolt 
mentally; a place to be concerned, 
and above all, a place to_ ,be of 
serv-ice to your fellow man." 
We believe that RIPIRG will aid 
·in the realization of this concept of 
the educational process. 
Tired of paying full price? 
Of getting ripped off on clothes? Records? Everythi-ng? 
then join 
STUDENT DISCOUNT 
ASSOCIATION 
SAVE 103on every purchase at member 
stores from now til next September. Cards 
cost $1 (a buck) (Cheap!) Good at: 
Apollo lmpoi:ts 188 Mathewson St. Prov. 
The Boiling Point, 22 Memorial Blvd, West Newport. 
Bovi's Discount Music 130 Weybosset St. Prov. 
Cho Tau Kwon Do, Karate-Judo Center, delete 
Cho Tau Dwon Do, Karate-Judo Center, 176 Washington St. Prov . . 
Cote Pharmacy 104 Broadway, Newport . 
Creative Waterbed, 1039 Bald Hill Road, Warwick 
Derring Do 172 Belleview Ave. Newport · 
Frank's Watch Shop 38 Broadway, Newport · 
The Frontier Store, 90 Weybosset St., Prov. 
Holden Auto Parts 162 Broadway, Newport 
Kim-Lee -Oriental 208 Union St. Prov. 
The Leather Jellybean 105 Eddy St., Prov. 
Moss Music Center 72 · Broadway, Newport · _ 
New England Musical Instrument Co. 263 Weybosset St., Prov. 
Newport Seed, Bulb and Supply Co. 206 Belleview, Newport 
NJ EMA, Inc., 121 Belleview Ave., Newport. 
0 .ctapus' Garden, Route l'A Wickford, R.I . 
The Ombudsmall 700 Kingstown Ro~d, Peacedale R.1. ' 
The Place (Coffeehouse) 1083 Chalkstone Ave., Prov. 
The Printer, Inc. 644 Elmwood Ave., Prov . 
. The Savage Rose 694 Kingstown Road, Peacedale, R.I. 
The Slak Shack 119 Belleview Ave., Newport 
Tazi's <hand crafts & Moroccan Imports) 133 Weybosset St., Prov. 
Tin Woodsman 290 Thayer St., Prov. 
Trader Dan's 60 Spring St., Newport 
UFO 109 Eddy St., Prov. 
Watch for further additions. ·to our growing list 
Available from local campus agents, Big Mother Coffeehou.se 
(Brown) or call 789-8007 for your closest agent. 
T 
.. 
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DAVID HARRIS 
David Harris 
Non-violent 
Revolutionary 
· "David and I have been married one year. We knew when 
we got married that sometime he would be spending ajong 
time in prison. He had sent his draft cards back to the 
government two years before With a note explaining that 
. he intended to live his own life, in a way which he could 
affirm the lives of others, not destroy theqi, and that 
meant total non-cooperation with the military. He's been 
organizing resistence ever since." 
Thos.e are the words of Joan Baez as she spoke about her 
busband, David Harris. David Harris did, indeed go to jail. 
He spent 20 months there. Now he is free-and he has a lot of 
thoughts to tell people about. On Tuesday, Oct. 26, at 8: 00 
p.m. 'in the Bristol High School Auditorium, David Harris 
will speak. The event is free and open to the public. 
Deputy Defense Secretary David Packard, speaking to a 
bunch of electronics manufacturers said, · l'The David 
Harris' of the world and all those that support them are 
your deadly enemies. They want to destr~ you and me. 
Don't let them do it." 
Obviously David Harris is a man who triggers a wide. 
range of reactions. He is an extremely difficult man to 
remain neutral over. Do you believe he is out to destroy 
you? Do you believe he is out to destroy you? One way or 
another, David Harris must produce some thought process 
in your head. If you think at all, go see David Harris 
tonight. If you don't you might start after you hear him. 
David Harris is a former honor student, football player, 
debater, high school ''boy of ,the year'' and prisoner. 
. P olice 
<Continued from Pg. I) 
youths who had been drinking free 
hee r sta rted grabbing and in-
sulti ng women. Police arrested 20 
persons. 
A photo released in a Sunday 
journa l in Providence shows police 
subduing Salvatore. Another photo 
depicts one ' helmeted uniformed 
officer holding a billy club to the 
chest of Mrs. Salvatore as police 
subdued her husband. Efforts to 
repr~nt those pictures became 
( 
futile ·· when the Journal 
acknowledged that a court order 
was necessary to , reprint those 
particular pictures. 
At the scene youths charged 
police with spraying mace, a 
chemical which tem porarily 
blinds when sprayed in the eye, 
and with unnecessary brutality . 
Salva tore was ar ra igned on 
Sunday. Octqber 10. Trial date was 
set for Nov. 18. 
THE QllJl.L 
Boffib Scare 
by Al D' Amico 
On the night of Oct. 18, the dorm _ 
students were rousted out of the 
dorms by the melodiousness of the 
fire alarm. As they milled around 
the cafeteria, a rumor started 
flying through the crowd; There's 
a bomb in the dorm! ! ! Fortunately 
this later proved to be false. 
It all started about 10: 30 p.m. 
when a mysterious phone call 
came into the boiler room. The 
voice said a bomb was planted in 
the dorm. Mr. Boyd, the person on 
duty, r~cieved the call. He then 
called and informed Hal Conner. 
Hal told him to call the police and 
the fire department. He then went 
outside and located one of the 
security guards, asking him to pull 
the fire alarm. This done, Hal then 
called Dean Goldberg and related 
the incident to him. 
Tuesday, October 26, 1971 
Voice ( of the p eople 
To toe Editor : _ WE sta te thl'!_t the purpose of a 
At our college, the liquid, plastic college education is to develop our 
ideas of pragmatism and .minds and to prepare us to deal 
naturalism are taught by a self with reality. We need theoretical 
proclaimed group of radical ac- and conceptual training. Among 
tivis t left wing professors who are the many ideas to which we have 
readily identifiable by their boring been exposed, we have found only 
lec tures a,nd by the ir easy the philosophy of objectivism 
willingness to turn any or all of created by the brilliant Ayn Rand, 
their classes into free-for-all bull and expressed in such of her books 
sessions or so-called " seminars" (wh ich the Ii ber al collectivist 
where every student is invited to establishment tries desperately to 
contribute his range of the moment ignore) as "Atlas Shrugged" and 
thoughts . Such "teachers " "The New Left", to be sufficent. 
procla im tha t there are no ab- We call for a new kind of strike 
solutes; that life is tragic ; that that will not interrupt th~ activities 
there can be no comprehensive and of the college but will expel all of 
rational view of the universe which these liberal prof's and their 
each individual can apply to the seminars which discriminate 
particular circumstances of his against the quiet, rational, hard 
- own life. working student who is out to get an 
WHY must we be graded by education for himself. Let's oust 
teachers who are open enemies of these mental autocrats before they 
reas on, logic and . a sane prevent our school from getting its 
Aris-totelian view of reali ty where rightful accreditation. 
A is A and man's mind is quite able ·Don't sign up for , any classes 
to understand nature and the witb tbese teacbers* -Get out of all 
universe through · rational con- so-called "Semina rs" and 
cepts? "Workshops" Withdraw your 
We the youngest members of the ' sanction and support rejecty . the 
Society .of Rational Intellectuals Ecology bullshit line that is built in 
who have already experienced the to man'y of these so-called courses .. 
devastated jungle of , the public · 
education system, we call for a 
student boycott against all 
teachers who have defaulted in 
their responsibilities to thei r 
students. 
To the Editor: 
As long as I have been at Roger 
Williams College it has been ap-
. parent that many influential 
people here have no love for the 
Roger Williams College we all 
(well , some of us anyway) see. 
Roger Williams College has been 
called experimental. Some have 
savoured this word and some have 
spit it out. Therefore, it's easy to 
see why, _last year-for instance, the 
vote for (or against) Open Ad-
missions was so close. Some people 
have no love for experimentation? 
What is this letter leading to? Oh 
yes,the library. It seems that just 
as many (including some that own 
the King's Ear) people that view 
an experimental college with 
aversion view an experimental 
library the same way. 
It is very sad, for when a need 
arose1 for Yale University, Yale 
was founded. Now that we have a 
need for Roger Williams some 
favor another Yale. 
It is a pity that such sour breath 
should fall on the ear of a King. 
Jack Mahoney 
Senior Class · 
The Society of Rational 
ltltellectuals 
Roger Williams College 
· Bristol R.L 
To the Editor: 
Last Monday someone called the 
boiler room on he Bris.tol campus 
to let them know there was a bomb 
in one of the dorms, set to go off at 
11 : 00 p.m. When the police and 
rescue squad got there they 
searched for it and didn't find any· 
thing, but it was more of a waiting 
game than anything else. While th€ 
students all waited around outside, 
the dorm freezing, some "assho,le" 
was sitting at his nice warm hous€ 
having a good laugh for himself. 
Bombs are real funny. If who ever 
did make the call had a bomb, too 
bad it didn't go off in his face. Then 
we'd see who would be laughing. 
Grow up stupid!! 
Tom Melone 
NOTICES 
(continued from Pg. 2 ) 
Plea 
· Meeting At about 10 : 45 the illustrious 
Monday Oct. 18, a 1969 VW was 
broken into. A tape deck and a set 
of golf clubs were taken. The tape 
deck is not important, but whoever 
did this , · please return the golf 
clubs because they were my 
father's who died two and one half 
years ago. Bristol police and the fire depart~ -
. ment arrived. They then proceded 
to search the building, the police 
taking care of tower B and the 
firemen, unit 1. Hal informed them 
that the caller had said the bomb . 
was set to go off at 11 : 00 p.m. The 
men searched until the last minute. , 
They then vacated the building, 
telling Hal to wait thirty minutes 
before allowing anyone back in. 
Interviewed at a later date, Hal 
was asked what his feelings were 
during the incident. His reply was 
natural ·enough, "l' was very-
nervous and worried." 
Co ming Soon 
Stereo Olde 
Golde · 
WWON FM 106.3 
/ 
14 Bristol seniors met with Prov. 
Senior Class officers last Thurs-
day in regards to Senior class 
commencement and activities. 
Steve Jennings led the delegation 
from Prov. No decision was made 
at this meeting except to hold a 
final Senior class meeting on Nov. 
2 at 11 : 30 a .m. in Lecture Hall #1. 
N eighhorhoo,d 
Youth Corps 
Out of school needs assistance in 
tutoring 16-18 year ~d school drop-
outs, Math, reading, spelling, 9: 00 
a.m. - 2: 30 p.m. Tuesday, Wed-
nesday, Thursday. Hours , 
however, can be arranged. 
Contact . : Prov . Dean of 
Students Office, 274-2200 Ext. 45 or 
60. 
Buffington's ·Pha r macy 
" For Hea Ith & Beauty Needs" 
Discount with RWC ID Card 
458 Hope St. 253-6555 Bristol 
If they are returned, nothing will 
happen to you. But these clubs are 
very important to me. Please 
returi;t them to either the Athletic 
office, Quill or any othet place 
convenient to you. 
Muskie? 
McGovern? 
Humphey Again? 
Will your choice for President be 
• nominated in 1972? If you don't feel 
the democratic party of Rhode 
Island will · reflect your 
view ..... come to a coffee hour 
Wed., Oct. 27 8: 00 p.m. at the home 
of Julie Sturges, Popasquash Rd., 
Bristol. 
For further information contact 
Shirley Barbour 253-5883._ J ulie 
Sturges 253-5893. 
Only Till 
Tomorrow? 
There is no time like today to 
make restitution for the injustices 
and tragedy of yesterday. 
If we start today perhaps we can 
last beyond tomorrow. cT.J. 
!'" ~ r -
Tuesday, October 26, 1971 TllE (U ' lf.1. 
The Providence 
Free School 
by Dianne Petrillo 
Jay Jasienski 
The Providence Free School, 
chartered by the city of 
Providence, is a collection of 
people of all ages which serves 
effectively as an alternative to 
traditional '-' education" , especially 
educaiion as practiced in · the · 
public schools. 
-The Free School, located on Pine 
Street, substitutes a free-flowing 
organic community in place of the 
ordinary classroom stn::ture. ' 65 
students, aged 5-14 < kindergarden 
through .eighth grade level) ' are 
free to make decisions on their own 
about the most important sector of 
their lives, the time they spend in 
school. Teachers are, of course, 
available for suggestions and 
guidance ; but each child in-
dividually decides what he or she 
wants to do at any moment. No 
child is forced to attend fixed 
claxses. Most students find this to 
be· one of the most difficult of all 
"lessons" to practice. By trusting 
the children to portion out their 
own time in their own way, they 
find that they respond to this by 
gr·adually accepting the respon-
sibilities this policy entails. The 
· basic interests are there-they just 
have to break through. 
There are few "classes" in the 
traditiona) sense, nor are there 
" grades" . Rather, a wide variety 
of educational activities, projects , 
and "mini'courses" are provided 
in the school. In these activities 
three- , five- , seven-, and twelve-
year olds work with each other and 
learn from each other. 
They also learn from the school's 
five full-time teachers , who's 
salary is $1500 a year, and 
numerous volunteers. The latter, 
though principally college students 
. from Brown and elsewhere, in-
clude parents, interested adults 
and even ah occasional grand- , 
parent. 
·A- -a.· 
The building that houses 
Providence Free School is 
adequate for the number of 
students attending, and outdoor 
playspace near the school is trying 
to pe acquired. There is, however, 
·a very long student waiting list and 
Chi.ldren from the Prov. Free School will be. visiting both cam-
puses of RWC on Oct. 29, 1971 to ask for donations for badly needed 
supplies. 
the parents who have signed their 
children up · are urged to break 
away and start another satellite 
school. 
In 1970-71 , the school charged no 
tuition, instead asking each family 
to contribute what it could toward 
its maintenance. In 1971-72, there is 
a tuition charge of $500. per child, 
with a parent committee devising 
tuition reductions for those who 
need them, so that no child will be 
excluded from the school for 
economic reasons. So far, the 
school has just managed to pay it's 
bills, leaving no money to purchase 
supplies and much needed audi~ 
visual equipment. Contributions of 
any kinds , (money, time, or 
· supplies) will help the school 
provide a more stimulating en-
vironment. 
If you think you have something 
to contribute or if you are just 
curious about the goings-ons of 
Providence Free School go on 
down and visit or call 272-3409, 
don ' t be surprised if you get a busy 
signal! 
GET IN THE SWIM 
Why 
Who - Volunteers <men and 
women) to teach retarded children 
swimming. 
When - Tuesday mornings 8 : 50-
10 : 10 a.rn. one semester or two 
-semesters. 
Where - Barrington YMCA 
Contact - Mrs. Mary Opfler, Fiske 
House, Barrington, 245-7400, 245-
7401. 
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Interview: George Wilding -
Head of Security, 
Bristol Campus 
by SACH 
Editor's Note : Each year com-
plaints arise as to the theft of 
property from the parking lots .. 
The question as to what can be 
done about these thefts is a hard 
one to handle. How can it be an-
swered? Has it been answered 
sufficiently in the article below? 
Q.-Mr. Wilding, what attempts 
have you made to reduce thefts on 
Campus? 
A.-" I visit the parkin lot at dif-
ferent times in the day , each day. 
Sometimes I'll drive through the 
lot. I have people going through the 
lot tagging cars misparked as well 
as checking out the lots near the 
dorm, behind the boiler, and the 
nike sight. " 
Q.-Security -was used m the 
beginning of school, at the main 
gates, why are they not present 
now? 
A.-"They were used for the first 
two weeks to control parking for 
students and faculty . The security 
·now helps in checking the lots, 
checking the buildings at night plus 
the dorm . At night they are in the 
common lounge and can be 
reached at EXT . 2230. In the day 
security can be reached at ext. 
2218. It is a strong possibility, that 
when the new dorm is built there 
will be additions made to the 
security staff. " 
Q.-What would you advise 
students and faculty to do in 
protecting their property? 
A.-"First, all windows should be 
closed. ·All cars are to be locked. 
Tape decks, any visible items 
should be locked in the trunk." 
Q-Could I look at some of the 
statistics? 
A.-" Those thefts that have been 
reported are : 3 thefts from the 
nike sight. 3 cars have been broken 
· into behind the boiler parking lot, 2 
along the main entrance of the 
college, 2 on Ferry Road, and 1 
stolen bike. 
Miscellaneous mischief, 2 at the 
nike sight, car was broken into but 
nothing was taken. 1 in front of the 
dorm, and I in back of the boiler 
room ." 
Q.-Has anybody been caught or 
suspected? · 
A. -" No one has been caught as to 
date and we are constantly keeping 
an eye out for anyone we might 
suspect." 
NEED MONEY? 
Agents wanted to sell. student di~co~nt cards, no investment 
needed - just be available to distribute cards. For further 
information ca II 789-8007. 
ARMS A:\D THE '1 AN: "No, let me be the admirer.' 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
FOH Si\l.E : 'li5 V.W . Rus with 'li!I 
f'nginf' . Panf'lf'd and insulated 
intf'rior . $750 askin'g pricP,. Call: 
I Ii 17) !l!l!l-fi510. · 
W i\NT Ell: llomf' for a Wf'll-
lwh;1vf'fl puppy . Hrf'f'd indl'finite. 
Sf•f• Mrs. Fingf'r. CL 41i. Ext. 2141. 
FOH Si\I. E: '71 Vf'ga 4 spf'Pd 110 
horsf'. i\M-FM radio. Jlark hhlf'. 
Blaf·k intnior. low milf'agf'. Tony 
·lfii-47811 aftl'r 5 p.m . 
i\('C'Ol lNTIN<: STUDENT: to 
pn·parf' FNlf'ral & S~atf' Tax 
rf'lurns. Must srwak and un-
1l1•rstaml Portug1if'Sf'. Earnings 
from $i.OO an hour' ..-llours to suit 
stmh•nts. B1·twf'f'n !l a .m. and 5 
p .m . Sonw f'Vf'nings . Sundays 8 
a .m . to 12 noon . .January 15th to 
April 1 !'it h. Sf'nd rf'sumf' to 
Carn·iro's Tax Sf'rvicf'. fill Wood 
i\tn•pf. Bristol JU . 0280!1. 
Wi\TEHBEJl : i\ny sizf' call 
T omm~· !M4-fi!l 1 !l . 
HELP Wi\NTEO! Need school 
funds? Studf'nts like yourself are 
f'arning good incomf' in their own 
sparf' timf' . Opf'nings now 
availahlf' for qualified persons. 
Phonf' 722-!1020. 
FOil Si\LE: t!lli5 SAAR ' 
Stationwagon. Fantastic mileage, 
good running condition. $500. 861-
771:1. 
TUTOR: College prof. will tutor 
French · and/or English - com-
position, proof-read themes, term 
papers etc. My home or yours, 
reasonable rates. Call: Bristol, 
253-7134 anytime. 
: . .fi s 
' ~ · . 
FOR SALE: FM Radio/8 Track 
tape deck combination $50 Call: 
421-0319. 
FOR SALE: 1969 Firebird .400 
Pontiac; power steering & brakes, 
polyglass tires, snow tires, 
positraction. $1995 Cali: 846-2334. 
FOR SALE: Guild T-100 Hollow-
body Electric Guitar, Sunburst 
$175. Call: 255-3293. 
FOR SALE: 1969 FIAT Spider 
convertible. $850. Call: 255-2443, 
APARTMENT: I'm looking for 
somebody that has an apartment: 
to room. with or a place for me to 
live. Contact: Warren (617)673-
7441. 
FOR SALE: '71 SUZUKI 90 cc 4 
mos. old Guaranteed, $275. Call: 
68:1-2871 anytime. 
FOR SALE: New Bell & Howell 
< 71 model> •auto. reflex camera 
:15/mm with F /1.8 lens, self timer, 
speeds to I /500 sec. Attaches to 
wide angle and telescopic lens. 
Case .included. Must sell, $176 
value for $110. Call between 5: 00-
7: 00 p.m . 255-3210. 
JIU JIT SU: Lessons held Sun. 
eyes. Contact 255-3128. Taught 
by Brown belt & Assistant. 
FOR SALE: Full Breed Irish 
Setter Pups 10 wks. old, 4 males, 
$ 75.00. Con tact Bill Winters 
( 611) 763-2127. 
THE QtrJLL 
L-R Joe Andrade, Fred Piasecki 
·Wack Your Favorite 
·Teacher! 
by John Grossi 
October 21 , 1971 was the day the 
Students and faculty of the 
Providence Campus were given a 
chance to take out their 
frustrations ; for 25¢ a shot or 5 for 
a dollar a student or teacher could 
put as many dents in a section as 
he wished, thanks to- Kappa Phi. 
Mr. Pozzi had· the entire roof, and 
has paid about $3.00 to cast his 
"popularity votes" . Mr. Pozzi and 
Mr. Jakobiak were among the 
leaders. Mr. Tierney and Mr. 
Iannuc,ell closely followed. 
The idea was a "Brainstorm" of 
Ric "CHIEF" Fiore and the other 
brothers of the frat made the 
arrangements to get this activity 
under way. 
The proceeds from this activity 
will go to the Christmas Fund. The 
Fund is used for a Christmas party 
at the Childrens Center on Mt. 
Pleasant Ave. Providence, R.I. 
The money is used to buy presents 
and refreshments for the children 
at the home. 
Girls Be Sharp ! ! 
George 
of 
Tiffany's 
His exciting new LIONESS 
CUT is for sharp girls who 
prefer long hair.' 
20% DISCOUNT 
for students only. 
Contact- "MR. GEORGE", 
at Tiffany's Hair Styles 
County Rd. 
Barrington 
245-3232 
Tuesday, October -~6. 1971 
Dorm Gov't. 
Meeting· 
Last year students who painted 
their rooms dark colors had to pay 
double price, as it would take a 
double coat of paint to repaint 
rooms this year. If any dorm 
student had to pay for paint to 
covet dark walls, they will have 
their money refunded. 
Dorm phone directories for all 
dorm students should be available 
within the next week, as Carol 
Rushton is working on them. 
The Dorm Government Con-
stitution has been revised and the 
present Judicial Board outline will 
be reviewed the end of this week. 
Richard Mathews · presented a 
petition to the Dorm Gov. asking 
for the use of the exercise room for 
the theater dept. It was dedded 
that Mr. Mathews will be asked to 
attend the next meeting, present 
his case, and come to a solution 
with the dorm govt. 
Bob Farrell will be getting in 
touch with various people who are 
interested in forming a Food 
Committee. 
The last matter of business was 
the decision to return the I.D. 
cards on October 20, 1971. 
Classified 
Ads Are 
Free! 
Tuesday, .October 26, 1971 
GAUVEY ON RADIO 
Interview with President 
(Part II Condensed For Space) 
WBRU : Do you feel that 
students should receive degrees 
perhaps for work that they do in 
the community? 
GAUVEY : Well, the hang-up 
there is always evaluation and this 
is no threat to me because I don' t 
think that the current method of 
evaluation that we have, whether 
it's A, B, C, or D or E, that's a 5-
s tep evalua~ion or even a worse cop 
out is pass/ fail because that's just 
a two step evaluation, but it doesn't 
tell you anything. What does it tell 
you? Pass or fail! What does that 
really tell? A, B, C, D, E does tell 
something, as gradiations of it, but 
the pass or fail tells nothing. 
In this system ( UWW) the 
Facilitator and student work 
together once they get the goals -
the liberal education is one set of 
goals, the other set of goals is -
What am I going to do with my life? 
What am I going to do that makes 
me valuable to myself and other 
people? Occupation, vocation 
whatever is is, so once you get 
these, then you begin to arrive at 
ways to meet these goals. That 
goal thing doesn' t happen over-
night, of course. But yqu can 
identify some goals , and begin 
working on it. So a student might 
opt to take some courses or he 
might opt to go to the pueblos in 
New Mexico in one of our field 
study centers and work with the 
Indians in some way to learn their 
culture, learn their hang-ups. I 
mean, what are they doing? Do 
they have the same problems in 
fulfillment that we seem to have 
here in Providence or Bristol, R.I. 
or "Sidewash" Iowa? Do we have 
the same pr~blems? I mean, there 
are many ways a person will at-
tack this , but they will attack this 
in terms of choice, a wide choice of 
experiences . Now the evaluation 
aspect of it. He has to evaluate the 
experiences in the .light of the goals 
that he has determined for himself 
and his Facilitator will work with 
him to make this self-interspection 
a significant part of his learning 
experience, then the evaluation is 
that he is evaluating himself and 
the Facilitator is teaching him how 
to evaluate himself. I submit that 
this is the most significant kind of 
evaluation_ - self-evaluation. But 
the problem before is that we kind 
of think it should happen but we 
just stand around and wait and 
maybe it will happen and this is 
what happens when a person says, 
" I won' t do my thing or " I like that 
painting" don 't ask me why cause 
I've never taught to respond as to 
why. I've never been taught in 
school or any place else to do self-
evaluation of how I react to things. 
I think it's awfully important that 
we begin teaching this and I think 
there are ways of orderly 
organizing these things and 
teaching them. I see need for all 
kinds of new disciplines in this 
society We live in, in'this society we 
live in IO years from now, 20 years 
from now ; disciplines that are just 
as valid .as history, english , 
psychology, and any other 
established disciplines. Discipline 
to me is an ordered knowledge and 
an on:ler in a way, classified if you 
will that it can be used to fulfill 
human requirements and I submit 
that there are needs for brand new 
disciplines that have evolved just 
of a person's life style. The 
philosophy has just disappeared 
and chaos has pretty much taken 
its place which is just the opposite 
of an organized body. I'm hoping 
UWW will come to terms _ with 
these kinds of things in other 
words. 
WBRU: Is this a concept you plan 
to put into effect here? 
GAUVEY : This September, this 
September. We'll have a pilot 
program and we're limiting it to 40 
students. 
WBRU : How exactly is the 
Program to work? In other words, ! 
have . you picked out the 
Facilitators? 
GAUVEY : The Facilitators are 
being picked now and its almost a 
self-selection on that basis. My 
requirement , and I may be 
overruled on tQis by other people 
who are working on this program, 
but I feel that every Facilitator 
should have at least a Bachelor's 
D_egree. He should have gone 
through· the system regardless of 
how fallible he thinks the system 
is. He should have gone through it 
and have the prime credentials of a 
Bachelor's degree just so he knows 
what he is talking about when he 
talks with the students. I should 
think there be exceptions to people 
who are just so, so unusually good 
for this that there would be ex-
ceptions but I think to begin with he 
should have a Bachelor's degree 
and nobody really knows what a 
Facilitator is , you see. There has 
been no training for it because its· a 
fairly new concept. Well, it's not a 
new concept - I think Rousseau 
described it very well in .the Emile 
many years ago when he..called the 
Master Teacher "the master" and 
that was a kind of Facilitator 
approach in that particularly in-
teresting novel on pedigogy. 
WBRU: Now the students in the 
pilot program; they will be able to 
define a series of goals or needs 
that they feel are relevant to them. 
GAUVEY : That's the first step. 
WBRU : And in the program, 
these goals might indude 
. educational goals . 
GAUVEY:_ They would 
WBRU : They might include 
studying · in a normal classroom 
atmosphere , but they might at the 
same time include field work. 
GAUVEY: Well, yeah. These 
resources for achieving the goals 
of liberal education or the work you 
want to do, occupational things . All 
these are being experiences 
aiming towards these are being 
collected now in what ·we call "A 
Directory of Learning Resources'l. 
G.auvey, Pg. 8 
RESTAURANT 
PIZZERIA' 
149 Bradford St., Bristol 
if you desire • 
just a little. better · in the past few years and one of these . is the one of self-evaluation 
and a discipline one is an 
organization. How does one 
organize his personal life? His 10:30a.m.-10:30p.m. 
value structure? And we have bits Mon. - Sat. 
and parts of it in ~ychology and C.losed $unday_s · 
sociology, · but there is no .such .• 
thing as the "philos.ophy of 100 Tel. 253-7949 
years ago" whicti was ,~~~ orderinJt ... , •..--.. ..----..--11911!!.-• 
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JETHRO TULL: Ian Anderson, flute and vocals ; Clive Bunker, drums; Martin Barre, guitar; John Evan, 
piano and organ; Jeffrey Hammond -Hammond, bass guitar. 
The Music Scene: 
' 
Jethro Tull 
Unless you have spent the past 
two years tending sheep outside 
. Reykjavick or Torrance, that 
name Jethro Tull summons a 
mighty specific aural and visual 
image. Jethro Tull is famous , and 
we don 't mean just gold albums 
and sell-out tours . God knows there 
are double-handfuls of grand and 
funky bands that can measyre 
their success in those particular 
terms. And, as you've heard us say 
in the past, we never envisioned 
mass acceptance for this group in 
the first place. 
and Benefit ( released in April '70) . 
Each did better than the last, with 
Benefit getting gold certification 
and Stand Up retroactively in the 
running for the same honor. 
There were tours . And more 
tours . Here (America) and there 
(England) . Tull have already 
spent an aggregate of a year in the 
U.S. The fact that they sold out Los 
Angeles' aesthetically grim but 
financially fab Forum (capacity 
18,600) ranks them securely in the 
Big Leagues. 
When Reprise signed Tull in Public appearances do them only 
Side 2 is . subtitled after the lead 
cut, "My God" -- a longtime 
favorite stage number now com-
mitted to vinyl. Its theme is ex-
plored and amplifie!:I by the 
remaining cuts <;>n that side, 
concluding with "Wind Up" ( no 
pun ), which brings the general 
statement ·in " My God" into 
personal focus . Anderson says of 
his own God, " He's not thekind you 
have to wind up on Sundays." 
Musically, Aqualung is a 
satisfyi ng balance of mellow 
ballads and almost militant rock 
and roll, sort of. It never was easy 
to label Tull 's sound ( " neo jazz 
rock with folk overtones" was our 
last effor t) . It abounds in con-
tra~ts , okay? 
1968, it was deemed a kind of outre, good. Press have termed the live 
underground English band best Anderson alternately "a mad-dog 
suited to · enhancing our freak- Fagin' " and "a demented dancing 
prestige. Hardly a supergroup. master.". He has been embraced 
The members had played together by such unseemly mass~mags as 
only since Christmas of 1967 and Playboy (whose poll rated him Those contrasts are the doing of 
Ian Anderson, who persists with had no individual reputations to number one flute player) and Life. lead vocals, flute, and composing 
speak of. What subsequently Interviewers have discovered the 
dawned on us was that the Jethros off-stage Anderson to be at large. There is Martin Barre on 
had the two qualities essential to supremely rational and articulate. lead guitar, where he's been since 
od · ta · kl Th In a word. smart. - 1969. ( replacing departed Mich pr ucmg a s r, qmc Y· ey Abrahams); Barre is in~reasingly happened to be swell musicians, 
. which can make for stars in the Which in a way brings us to the · getting into the visual act with 
lpng run. And they happened to , subject of Aqualung, the ' band's And.erson.JohnEvand( keyboards); 
have, thanks in the main to leader I.atest release. It is; in all modesty, a childhood frien of Ian's, 
Ian Anderson (with our apologies a milestone in .Jethro 'Full's career. joined 'l'ull shortly before its 
for- this nec_essary expression) , an It is conclusive eyf~ence. that Ian spring '70 tour of America, a.t 
image .. Shock value. Which can Anderson is thinking while playing, which time he was otherwise in line 
make for. a star overnight, but only and that he is playii:tg as if his life for a pharmaceutical degree; he 
·overnight, Will-they-still-love-you- depended on it. The personnel is · does calculus to relax. Jeffrey 
tomorrow depends on whether somewhat expanded and Tull 's Hammond-Hammond, another of 
when the song has ended, ·the initial arresting sou~ , has fully Ian's school friends , replaces 
melody lingers on. matured. They sound like them- Glenn Cornick on bass.-He joined 
selves only better. in time for the group's ffrst (and 
h. h · th · ddi · deliriously successful) ·major W Jc JS to say at ma twn to Aqualung ·has been conveniently E t · 1 1""1 J H exploding around stage like a uropean our m ear y ,,, . . -
deranged flamingo--all ragged described as a pro-God anti-church H. has oft been immortalized in 
· d statement. The song "Aqualung" _Anderson's songs ;·to wit- "A Song 
coattails and pointy toes--An erson is the title cut on Side 1. It was f J ff " "J ff G t had to write songs like " Reason for or e rey, e rey oes o 
Waiting. " Which he did. And it had written by Anderson's wife Jennie Leicester Square" and "For 
and it relates, through a single Michael Collins, Jeffrey and Me." 
the startling effect, as we never character, to the world's cast-offs·- · Drummer Clive Bunker is the only 
tire of telling people, of landing - the pariahs that .the historical God d · · · 1 be th Jethro Tull in the number two spot en urmg ongma mem r o er 
. in Engla.nd's ever so influential made room for, but who remained .than Anderson. 
~lelod_v Maker ·poll, their first year rejected by other people. <The 
name of the derelict in .question is . They're more than an earful and 
out. ous,ting no less than the Stones. inspired. by . his. r~spiratory .. eyeful now; they're a mindful. And 
' Ther~ were albums: This· Was trouble) His.female cowiterpart is they're still good old Jethro Tull. 
<released in January '69) ;. Stal)~ .. ; ~cross.-~Y~ Mary" - a kind Of Jethro Tull appeared at the R.I. 
f1p c.relea5ed: in:'$eptem0er · ·~9); ·. latterday schoolyard Magdalene. Auditorium on Oct. 20. 
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Gauvey 
- ( Continued from Pg. 7 > 
You see, there are 19 colleges in-
volved in UWW right now and the 
University of Massachusetts at 
Amherst for example is involved in 
it, University of Minnesota along · 
with all the colleges in the Union 
group I mentioned before. So each 
one is doing the Learning 
Resources for his particular area 
or parf of a region. Then all these 
will be - collected together as a 
National Learning Resources 
Directory so the student and 
Facilitator when they sit down to 
look through experiences that the 
student can have, they're going to 
be innundated with choice and one 
of the jobs of the Facilitator is to 
try to match the experience with 
the goal of the student, with the 
personality of the student. So- it's 
a real Director kind of a thing, but 
also coming to grips together. 
WBRU : Dr. Gauve)', do you feel 
that this type of a ' concept has 
come out of the dissatisfaction that 
. was voiced by students during the 
1960's with the traditional 
bureaucratic educational 
establishment? Or do you feel that 
we have simply arrived at a point 
in our educational experience 
where our ideas are of necessity 
being re-evaluated? 
GAUVEY: There have been 
experimental colleges around for 
numerous years. One of the first 
ones was the one that Nichol John 
set up at the University of 
Wisconsin in the 20's and _there 
-must have been many before that. 
William Rainey Harper arrd his 
junior college in Chicago and so 
many of these .' Black- Mountain 
was an interesting one back in the 
30's, and I' ve been fascinated by 
experimental colleges. I think 
most of my professional life. But 
it's only in the recent couple of 
years that' there has been a con-
certed effort on U1e part of the 
esta blishment, meaning the Office 
of Education, Ford Foundation and 
colleges and universities to really 
try to implement something as a 
viable alternative to the existing 
educational syndrome. And I think, 
yes , that this is due to the signs of 
the times. l tnmk tne riots and 
these kinds of things · that were 
happening on· college campuses 
begin to scare people. They said, 
" Well, we must do something 
about this! " I think this is what is 
evolving _ 
WBRU : Are you sympathetic to 
the goals of students who want to 
share more in the decision making 
on the campus? What is your view 
of that? Who should 'govern the 
Un iversity? 
GAUVEY: I conceive myself as 
a college President , as a 
Fae i Ii ta tor myself. Facilitat ing 
those things that people think are 
worthwhile needs that they have. 
Practica lly any need that a person 
has I identify and define as a 
worthwhile one. Some of them are 
socially inacceptable perhaps. He 
has to come to terms with that 
himself and maybe I can't help him 
identify a goal that 's · socially. 
inaccepta ble doesn't mean I don',t 
have sympathy with it necessarily, 
but I ju;;t can't help him with it. But 
the ones that the person has a sense 
of commun ity, wanting to belong, 
wanting not to be caged, in these 
kinds of things -I have sympathy 
with these kinds of feelings and so 
my job is to facil itate and if they 
wa nt to do that. if they want to get 
themselves in a hang-up of 
bureaucracy yeah. I would help 
them and I of course. that would be 
a terrific learning experience -
always is. Everytime any group 
comes together· to govern them-
selves they have all ki nds of in-
teresting abrasiveness develop. 
You wonder what happens so many 
times most creative. most in-
telligent people are the ones who 
just seem not to be able to govern 
themselves together. But I feel this 
is one of the greatest · learning 
experiences. There is so I'm very 
much, very positive in having as 
many people govern themselves in 
any way they want to and whatever 
I can do to facilitate this I will. 
Now! the only thing that happens 
is . that it usually doesn't work 
because they don't know how to do 
it. I don't know how to do it! But at 
that point I would like for people to 
say, "Well, lets stop and examine 
this". What are we trying to govern 
maybe isn' t nearly as important as 
how we work together to do this 
thing. And I think if people stopped 
and took a look _at the process of 
governing instead of the product of 
constitutions and by-laws I'm so 
interested in the process itself of 
people coming together and trying 
to understand one another in their 
wish fulfillment, you know that tqis 
process is far more important than 
the stuff they write down because 
as soon as they write it down they 
usually forget ab.out it and a year 
later another decision comes up 
and they get hung-up on it. · 
1' ~ ·~;o: 
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One Way to Beat the Draft 
With passage of the new draft 
legislation a few days ago, some of 
you reading this item may find 
yourself drafted into the army 
before completing college. The law 
provides that students who entered 
college for the first time this past 
. summer or this fall will no longer 
be granted student deferments. 
This means that this year's fresh-
man male students can be drafted 
while they are in college,, although 
their actual entry on active duty 
will be deferred until the end of the 
semester they are in. _ 
There's one way to avoid this 
that's available to students at 
Roger Williams . -By cross-
enrollment agreement with 
Providence College, Roger 
Williams students may enroll in 
the ROTC program offered at P .C. 
and qualify for full draft deferment 
during the four years of college, 
and for completion of graduate 
school as well, in most cases. And 
further, completion of the program 
means that you go on active duty 
as a second lieutenant in the U,S. 
Army rather than as a private. 
One feature of the program that 
should appeal to many freshmen is 
that there is no obligation what-
soever involved in joining the 
program for the first two years--a 
student may leave the program at 
any time before the start of his 
junior year. 
Some of the other features of the 
ROTC program are listed, briefly, 
below. While not inclusive, they 
provide some information which 
could be of value in determining 
whether or not ROTC may be for 
you: 
-ROTC offers leadership and 
management experience and 
training. 
-ROTC sholarships · are 
available covering all tuition, 
books and· fees, plus a $50 per 
month tax-free allowance ( soori to 
be $100) · 
-All advance course cadets 
<junior and senior years) receive a 
$50 per month tax-free allowance 
ARMS AND THE MAN : "I don't want your kisses. " 
< this, too, to be $100 soon) while in 
school. 
- Army second lieutenants have 
a starting salary and allowance of 
over $650 per month, compared to 
half that much as a private (under 
the new pay scales) . 
Enrolling, or getting more in-
formation abou{ the program is 
simple for Roger Wi-lliams fresh-
men. You only have to drop by the 
ROTC office at Providence 
College ( iower lever of Alumni 
Hall on the P.C . campus) and 
discuss the matter with per-
sonnell there . Or, if you'd rather, 
you can call' 865-2471 and ask for 
the information you -want. 
There's only one hooker- you 
should do it soon if you want in. 
Later could be too late. 
, By the way, some sophomores 
may qualify for enrollment in the 
two-year program. Anyone in-
terested should contact the ROTC 
office at P.C. to see if they may be 
eligible-to enroll . 
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ARMS AND THE MAN: "I could no more fight you, than I could make love to an ugly woman." 
Registration for Peace 
A Registration for Peace was 
held in Boston on October 8 for new 
potential voters in the 18-20 age 
group. The Registration took place 
in front of the Bo!\ ton City Hall. 
Mayor Kevin White opened the 
proceedings by expressing his 
concern over the lack of voter 
registration among - the nation's 
newly enfranchised youth. 
Gov. George Reigle of Michiga_n 
then introduced Congressman 
Pete McClosky ( R.-Calif). Mc-
the war." He also stated that, if 
elected President, he would ( 1) 
end the Vietnam war, and ( 2) 
declare amnesty for all prisoners. 
McGovern reminded the crowd of 
Nixon's decision not to negotiate 
until all prisoners are released and 
added that he does not believe that 
any prisoners will be released until 
the U.S. agrees to a cease-fire and 
negotiations . "Nixon holds the key 
to those jail cells, the release of all 
prisoners and the conclusion of the 
war." (' losky stressed the need for 
change and noted that the political ' 
situation with regard to Vietnam 
had not significantly improved 
since 1968 "when the American 
people were told that the U.S. was 
'winding down· the war." He 
concluded by saying : "If the 
lkpublicans come out to vote . 
ag~.inst the war. it will demon-
strate to those government of-
--ficials who are apathetic that the 
people under 30 want a change and 
intend to carry out that change." 
lkigle encountered some crowd 
hostility when he spoke for a 
second time later in the program. 
Ile was interrupted with shouts of 
"lkigle go home. " He seemed 
unshaken . howe\'er . and his only 
eomnwnt \ms : "You find them in 
e\'en· crowd.·· 
Singer-Composer Peter Yarrow. 
long a familiar face at anti-war 
rallies. was next introduced. He led 
off with a song entitled "Don't. 
E\'er Take Away l\Iy Freedom." 
Pre Ii mi nan crowd reaction 
seem.Pd rat her chilly l or1perhaps 
only apatheticl but Yarrow per- ! 
se\'ered and soon succeeded in · ! 
warming the crowd up to his 
message. to the extent that they 
joined-in the singing and clapping. 
He was followed by Sen. George 
!\Ir Go\'ern ( D. - S. Dak. l . who-
was quoted as saying: "As long as 
men a re prisoners in Vietnam. as 
long as there is a Vietnam war . I 
''ill continue to rally for the end of 
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Both Staffs 
New Additions 
to Leaning Lab 
Mr. DeFano has announced that 
. a new course has been added in the 
learning lab on slide rule 
procedures, and added · lectures 
' I from Mrs. Dennis in Physche 100, 1 
hour lecture taped. There have l 
I been plays added and a 
I 
preliminary course in Italian 
conversation. 
CIVILISATION 
Wed., Oct. 21 · 
Program 1: 
The 
Frozen World 
Lecture Hall 
8:00 p.m. 
Free 
ROCCO'S 
SERVICE 
S-TATION 
239 Academy Ave., 
Prov., R. I. 
GENERAL 
AUTO REPAIRING 
Atlas and Firestone 
TIRES 
TUNE-UPS 
EXHAUST SYSTEMS 
and BRAKES 
Bristol 
Students 
Pitge 9 
OPEN 
MEETING 
for Proposed 
·Governmental 
Structure. 
!Thursday, Oct. 28 
'-.. 
Conference Room 
Admin. Bldg. 
JIM'S 
AUTO 
SERVICE 
100 Brush Hill Road 
· Prov. R.I. 
Foreign and 
. Domestic Auto 
Repairing 
V. W. Specialists 
J 
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. COFFEE HOUSE THEATRE: The murder scene in "Sorry _Wrong 
. Number", Kirk .Horne and Marianne Sarian-Fine. 
Child's Play . 
Breaking Records 
Child's Play, the popular Trinity 
Square Repertory Company 
production which kicked-off the 
new "Interim Season" at Trinity 
Square Playhouse in Providence, 
went into its final performances 
with closing slated for Saturday, 
October 23. 
The bizarre piece, written by 
Robert Marasco and directed by 
Adrian Hall, has been filling 
houses and, ·according to bu~iness 
fl}.anager Lamont Smith, "is 
breaking attendance records at the 
Playhouse. Never have we so 
persistently sold out on week 
nights. If this keeps up, only our 
subscribers will be assured of the 
very best seats." _ 
Trinity Square has planned a 
short three-play season running 
through early 197.2 when .the 
company will move into renovated 
surroundings at the Majestic 
Theatre in downtown Providence. 
Besides Child's ·Play, the Interim 
Season will include Shakespeare's 
EDF- One Anti-Pollution 
Device That W~~ks 
· Troilus and Cressida, a romantic 
comedy, and the world premiere of 
Down by the River Where 
Waterlilies are Disfigured Every 
Day by Obie award winner Julie 
Bovasso. Season subscription 
tickets are still available. 
Meanwhile, at the Majestic 
Theatre, progress is being made 
on internal reconstruction with 
exteriors and lobby kept much as 
they were when the former 
vaudeville house opened in 1916. 
Fund Drive Chairman Richard D. 
Worrell has announced that to date 
the campaign has secured $570,200. 
or 75 percent of its quota of 
$750.000. 
EDF is the Envfronmental 
Defense Fund, Inc., a nationwide 
coalition of scientists, lawyers, and 
citizens dedicated to the protection. 
of environmental quality through 
legal action and through education 
of the public. 
EDF sues environmental of-
fenders and gets action faster than 
by lobby, ballot box, or protest. 
EDF is a national organization and 
can go to court anywhere in the 
country. It will consider any kind 
of environmental case, and will 
tackle any offender - including the _ 
federal government. EDF in-
tensively prosecutes a limited 
riumber of carefully chosen cases 
for maximum effectiveness. EDF 
works to set precedents · in en-
vironmental law while solving 
specific environmental problems. 
Most of us living today were born 
in a world having blue· sky, clear 
streams and abundant open space 
and woodlands. But our physical 
world has sadly deteriorated since 
that time. And the degradation 
continues despite all our talk about 
"environment." The quality of our 
life is at stake. We are trespassing 
upon the world of our chil<l:ren. 
The destruction of our en-
vironment can and must be halted 
and ~he damage repaired where 
possible. The crisis is man made, 
and can only be averted by man. 
EDF has-proven the courts to be an 
effective me{lns to this end.- The 
courts' impartial review and 
willingness to act on evidence 
contrasts strongly with the 
unresponsiveness of government 
and business interests. · 
We have learned from sad ex-
perience that many government 
regulatory agencies do not 
adequately enforce the laws they 
administer in the public trust. 
While sound environmental 
- legislation is essential, it . is only 
effective when followed by 
rigorous enforcement-and it is in 
the area of enforcement that EDF 
has made its unique and necessary 
contribution. 
Incorporated in 1967, EDF 
serves as a legal action arm for the 
scientific community. It consists of 
a Board of Trustees, a Scientists 
Advisory Committee, a Legal 
Advisory Committee, a small 
staff, volunteer workers, and its 
public membership. Policy is set 
by the Trustees, who are scien-
tists, lawyers , and distinguished 
citizens. EDF's Scientists Ad-
visory Committee consists of over 
400 specialists in widely varying 
disciplines who volunteer 
research, consultation and 
testimony. EDF's lawyers work 
together with the scientists to 
define environmental problems, 
compile data, an~- take cases to 
court. 
EDF action has helped alert the 
world to the effects of DDT 
litigation, has curbed DDT · in 
. several states, and won a · court 
order compelling the Departments 
of Agriculture and HEW to 
regulate DDT more effectively on 
the national level. An EDF suit 
ended DDT pollution of a major 
wildlife refuge in Alabama.EDF is 
also acting against environmental 
contamination by other pesticides. 
In September 1969 EDF filed suit 
against the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers to stop construction of 
the Cross- Florida Barge Canal, a 
senseless project that would 
destroy the Oklawaha, one of the 
few wild rivers left in the eastern 
United States. EDF is challenging 
other Corps projects as well. 
With several conservation 
groups EDF sued to delay the 
Trans-Alaska Pipeline, a poten-
tially destructive project. EDF 
asserted that environmental 
safeguards should be guaranteed 
before, not after, construction 
begins. 
EDF'.s activities recently suc-
ceeded in_pJacing all species of 
whales threatened with extinction 
on the Department of Interior's 
Endangered Species List. As a 
result importation into the ·U.S, of 
whale products from endangered 
species is now prohibited. 
In May 1970 EDF began a legal 
campaign to set strict noise and air 
pollution standards for the SST 
before it is built. The strategy is to 
influence SST design to minimize 
its environmental impact. 
Through legal action aimed at 
eliminating lead pollution· from 
auto exhausts, EDF has persuaded 
the U.S. Government to establish 
and enforce atmospheric lead 
safety standards. There is danger 
that atmospheric lead pollution is 
causing brain damage iri . city 
children. 
Education Groups 
Band Together 
on Aid Grants 
WASHINGTON <WCNS) -- A 
score of education groups -- from 
the College Entrance Examination 
Board to the National Student 
association -- have banded together 
in support of federal aid to . the 
neediest students. The group is 
attempting to solicit support 
among college students - and 
various organizations for a 
proposal to ensure that poor 
students retain first access to 
federal grants, regardless of where 
they study. The proposal is ex-
pected to be made in the form of an 
amendment to H.R. 7248, "The 
Higher Education Act of 197,1,'' 
when that bill reaches the floor of 
rthe House in the next week or so. 
Pre~ident Nixon als.o proposed a 
new student aid program in his 
higher education message to 
Congress last February. With new 
legislation h~ hoped that more than 
1 million more students would 
receive aid. It would assure that 
federal funds go first, and in the 
largest amounts, to the neediest 
· students in order to place them on 
an equal footing with students from 
higher-income families . It would 
mean that <high school students') 
choice of a college would be based 
on their educational goals rather 
than upon their familie'S' financial 
circumstances. 
"The most emotional issue 
Congress faced this year in the 
area of higher education centered 
on institutional grants," 
Representative Albert H. Quie ( R 
Minn.) told the group at a recent 
meeting. "But no one stood up for 
students." . 
Under H.R. 7248 as it was passed 
by the House Education and Labor 
Committee, higher income' 
students could have access to these 
grants, through their colleges, 
All living things and their en- · 
vironment are inseparably con-
nected. What we do to the earth 
and its other forms of life we do, 
inescapably, to ourselves and to 
our descendents. 
even before poor students. A 
student could not receive more 
than $4,000 in four years, but his 
grant would not be automatically 
renewed from year to year as is 
presently the case under the 
Education Opportunity Grant 
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OF~ TO VI~_TNAM: Last year's leading scorer and rebounder Jerry 
Latimore visited the Prov. Campus._He will become an M.P. for the -
Army. · , 
Plans Set for -Nov~ 6 
Moratorium· Day Held in 
Prov., Across Natio_n 
Burnside Park in downtown 
Providence was the setting on 
October 13, 1971 as Providence 
along with many, many other cities 
across .the nation observed the 
University. They will march dowri 
Mass. Ave. to Tremont to down-
town with a scheduled 2: 00 p.m. 
rally on the Boston Common. 
National Moratorium Day. Antiwar Calendar 
About 200 persons gathered in October 25- Veterans Day. A day of 
the sunshine, in an orderly manner, solidarity with Vietnam veterans 
and listened to abo1.1t a half dozen · and Gis against the war . 
speakers who attacked President October 25 - November 6 - Na~tional 
Nixon's Vietnam policy. . Peace Action Weeks. Local 
In other cities in the U.S. similar activities building toward Nov. 6. 
rallies were held, the culmination November 3 - Student Strike. 
ti;> take place on Nov. 6 in sixteen Called by the Student Mobilization 
cities, two of which wlll be Boston Committee. 
and New York. Manhattan is being November 6 -' Massive Regional 
labeled as "Peace City" . On that Kntiwar demonstrations. Giant 
day hundreds of thousands of demonstrations in major 
residents of the nation's lfirgest populatio..!!_centers will cap the fall 
city and more from surrounding campaign. The constituencies who 
cummunities, will take over demonstrated during previous.· 
Manhattan for the biggest action weeks will converge on 16 of the 
ever. nation's largest cities. The 
In Boston, the Nov. 6 rally calls demand to "Bring the Gis Home 
for assemblage at The Fenway, Now!" will be raised by hundreds 
Cambridge Common, Boston of thousands, and hopefully by 
University, and Northeastern millions. 
c EOG) program; and financial aid 
officers would have authority to 
determine a family's "con-
tribution" and decide who was 
eligible. · 
Under the amendment_ being 
proposed by Rep. Quie and others, 
students would receive $1,400 per 
year Jess the contribution of his 
family, or half his estimated 
"need" to attend an institution, 
whichever is less. Student aia 
officers would use a standard 
formula for determining what each 
student could contribute. And 
students would continue to have 
the same assurance of receiving 
aid from year to year if they 
continue to qualify. 
Quie told the "co4llition" group 
r.ecently that the committee-
passed bill would seriously erode 
the six-year federal commitment 
that "federal aid should go first 
where the need is the greatest." 
"A serious problem iit this bill is 
the increased power given to 
financial aid officers," Quie said. 
"There is a 28 percent turnover of 
, aid directors annually, which 
means many directors have little 
experience. Under om: bi-partisan 
proposal, they would follow 
standard' guidelines less suscep-
tible to mischief." 
''Students from families of 
middle and upper incomes would 
still have access to federal work-
study and loan programs," Quie 
said. "In fact, under the EOG 
proposal, families with incomes of 
$12,000 and above would qualify--
but the student would not receive 
an EOG as large · as those in 
greater need." 
Rep. Quie said student leaders 
and student editors should make 
their views known by writing to 
their Congressmen and sending 
copies for him for possible · 
publication in the Congressional 
Record. "My colleagues in the · 
House do not know the wishes of 
students. Only this eleventh hour 
effort will turn the tide in favor of 
the students who need financial aid 
the most." 
' 
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Pro-Scope Villanova 
byGaryMuzio - Masterind 
Due to the wonderful 
organization of this newspaper my 
most recent observations never 
found their way into print. In fact, 
neither did the paper! Because of 
this blunder no one is aware of the 
fact that I picked 12 out.of 13 games 
correctly last week. Who the hell 
would have picked the Saints to 
beat the Cowboys? Not I. They did, 
· however, and for the--first time, I 
fully believe the Washington 
Redskins will win the N.F.<; . east. 
In last week's column, which you 
didn't see, I expressed doubts that 
this would be the case. I ·· guess it 
works for me. But mostly against. 
As much as I now believe in 
Washington, I also believe that the 
race will tighten up considerably 
before the final bell tolls. On any 
given Sunday, any team in the 
N.F.L. can defeat any other team. 
That's a cliche but true never-
theless. The Dallas Cowboys 
might appear to be down at this 
point but they did tlie same thing 
last year. Then they came back the 
division. I don't look for a repeat of 
that occurrence but I do look for 
the Cow boys to don the role of 
"spoilers." Even if their record is 
mediocre, they can provide stiff 
opposition for anyone. If that 
"anyone" happens to be pursuing 
a play-off berth, they might find 
Dallas unwilling to co-ooerate. 
realization that Joe is · coming 
back. As a matter of fact, sO is all 
of New York. That's 'all anyone 
down there talks about: Joe will be 
back in X weeks! The second 
coming. 
. . 
This week, though, the Jets are 
in · some trouble. They play that 
suddenly hot Miami team. The 
biggest problem is something that 
even Namath couldn't help. Two 
rookies occupy two defensive 
secondary spots and against 
Miami, that isn't good. They have 
these two guys nam~d Howard 
TwiUy and Paul Warfield. The 
latter is probably the best receiver 
in pro football and the former isn't 
far behind. 
The Patriots stay down south 
and with the teams they play down 
there, I bet they're homesick. This 
week it's the Dallas Cowboys, who 
are still si'nart1ng at their upset at 
the hands of New Orleans two 
weeks ago. In pro football, revenge 
is sweet. The cowboys are a good 
bet to get plenty of it against the 
Pats. Plunkett needs'some time to 
throw, as does every QB in the 
NFL . With that Dallas defensive 
line, though, I don't see how he's 
gonna get it. The Cowboys are 
about 3 touchdown favorites. 
That's about right. 
Getting a relative breather this 
week are the Giants. They have the 
0-5 Eagles. Don't be mislead 
Dallas isn't the only team in this though, the Eagles are better than 
position . Right in that same their record. indicates. Over the 
division, the Saint Louis Cards are first few :weeks, they've played the 
that sor,t of _t~am . El;>e~here, the .Cow boys , colts, Vikings, and 
J . ~ts, on~e ,t,he.~ ge~. N~m'ath ·b'ack;~ - Raiders'. -T·o · q·uole"'· some ·guy 
wtll be to_o far out t? wm but a lot_ of named Lennon, "Christ, you know 
teams will be cursmg them before it ain't easy." I think the Giants 
it'_s ove~ . I .d?~'t think Detroit will will beat the Eagles but they gotta 
. wm their d1v1s1on but who the hell thing about them in that they play 
wants to play them? in Philadelphia. 
My point is this: the N.F.L .. has 
very few or no soft touches left. 
What that means is the competition 
is better than ever. The days of one 
or two loss seasons are behind us. 
Nobody will simply coast to a 
championship (like the Packers, 
Colts or Giants used tol again for a 
long time. So I think the Redskins 
will ':"in that division by a little bit. 
As for . last week's Giant and -
Patriots game. eucch! Throughout 
this week I have heard every 
conceivable alibi in the world. Yes, 
I know Ron Johnson is injured. 
Yes. I know Miami's field is 
slippery. Yes, I know .. .I also know 
the Giants didn't belong on the 
same field with the Colts nor did 
the Pats with the Dolphins. The 
Colts running backs ran all over · 
the- Giant defensive line. Ron 
Johnson wouldn't have helped that 
a bit. As for the Patriots. anytime 
This is the last column for me. So 
as a parting shot, here's a long 
range prediction for the N.F .L . 
The division winners will be the 
Colts, Raiders, 49ers, Redskins 
and Vikings. The Ra.iders ·and 
Vikings will meet in the Super 
Bowl. The Minnesota Vikings will 
be the champions of pro football. 
I'm sorry to have spoiled the 
suspense but now you don't have to 
watch television Sunday after 
Sunday. Your old lady'll like that. 
Including last week's games, 
I've piCked 43 right, 7 wrong, and 2 
ties. Don't worry, I don;t believe it 
either. Incidentally, if anyone is 
interested in writing the Pro Scope 
column, contact Pete Greenberg in 
the Bristol Quill office U255l 2146. 
Here's this week's picks : 
. Howard Twilly; the Dolphin wide 
receiver. beats John Outlaw. Pat 
cornerback. three straight ,times 
with the same pattern (the postl, 
something i!i wrong. 
Giants :11 Eagles 20 
Cowboys :18 Pats 13 
Dolphins :11 Jets 21 
Browns 24 Broncos 1-1 
Steelers · 21 Oilers 13 
Raiders 25 Bengals 17 
Chargers 28 Bills 1-1 
Falcons 2:1 Saints 10 
Lions 20 Bears i 
-19ers 20 ('ardinals 17 
Rams 21 Packers l.t · 
Chiefs 2-r Redskins 20 
\"ikings :11 Colts 2a 
.. 
The Jets. going with Giant cast 
off Bob Davis. won their home 
opener easily. The offense seems 
to be brightening up with the mere 
Hockey .Practice 
·: 
Sat., Oct. 30, 7: oo p.m., Meehan Aud., Brown U. 
. (corner -Hope & Lloyd Ave., East Side) 
· If , interested cont~ct AthletAc Office in person or 
phone .2'55-2.284. Deadline to register Fri., Oct. 29, 
12: 00 noon. 
Golden Bears 
Upset Hawks, 
4 - O! In 
Final Game 
by Randy Govey 
The Roger Williams College 
soccer team were shut out 4-0 by 
Western New England College last 
Tuesday at Guiteras Field- in 
Bristol. It was the final game of the 
season for the Hawks and they 
finished with a record of six wins 
and five losses. . 
Both teams felt each other out in 
the fi.rst quarter untilPaul Smith·of 
Western New England opened the 
scoring at 20.: 00 ·to , make it 1-0. 
Wind arid c.old seemed to be the 
determining factor as most of the 
action took place at the· Hawks' end 
of the field . 
In the second quarter, when both 
teams changed goals, it appeared 
that the Hawks would have the 
advantage with the. wind in their 
favor. Most of the action, in fact, 
did take place at Western New 
England's end of the field, but the 
fine defense of WNE and the fine 
play of their goalie prevented the 
Hawks from scoring a · number of 
times·. Hank Richards also did a 
fine. job in goal for the Hawks, 
preventing WNE from scoring at 
all in the quarter. 
At half-time, Coach Josephs 
gave the Hawks his usual pep:.talk 
and told them to improve their 
teamwor~ . It was to · no .avail, 
however, as Eric Billings of WNE 
scored at 2: 47 of the third quarter 
to make 2-0. Again it was the fine 
work of Hank Richards that 
prevented WNE from scoring at 
any other time in the quarter, even 
with the wind in their favor. 
In the fourth quarter, with the 
wind again infavor of the Hawks, 
Harik Richards was injured 
blocking a close shot at about eight 
minutes into the quarter. With 
approximately fourteen minutes 
. remaining. he was replaced by 
. Dennis arod < FB l . This was the 
opening that WNE needed, 
.however, as at 11: 32, -John Allen of 
WNE scored · ~o make .it. 3-0, 
. followed by another WNE score by 
Clem Chelii at 14< 45 to ipake it ~-0. 
The Hawks just could not get it . 
together and the final score -was 
WNE: 4 and the Hawks: 0. 
To sum up, I must first 
cong.ratulate Hank Richards for · 
his fine · g0al-tending all season. 
Coach Josephs made the following 
.statement about him, and I quote: 
' ' Hank Richards is the best' goalie 
I've had in all my years of 
coaching soccer." . 
I must apologize to Van~ssa 
Wallace <another Quill staff. 
member> who sat freezing through 
the game, not knowing that I was 
K~aft _COmple~$1~ 
. . . ~·-
·' ., -
.·.·Lecttire Series~ 
by Ma?r~a McKelvey 
If yoµ hear the name Jack Kraft 
many people will associate him as 
Vlllinova'$-greatest ·coach and The 
·NBC A's choice of the "Coach of 
the Year". Kraft is also one of the 
most soug.ht after clinicians in the 
nation. He spoke to many area 
coaches, fans and players at Roger 
Williams College Oc.t. 13 . His 
lecture on · "Villihova's Bair 
Defense" was in conjunction withe 
R. W. C. Basketball workshop on 
"Defense in, Modern Basketball. ''" 
' Basketball.for the lasnen years 
at Villinova, since the inception of 
Coach Kraft, has been an explosive 
sport. His record, 2q wins and only 
74 losses , is an easy' trail to follow 
for sµch games as P.C., UCLA, 
. and Ohio 'State. Kraft felt that the 
P.C. contest coming up on Jan. 10 
was going to be ene of the most 
highly contested games on the 
schedule for the season. The 
record for Villinova against the 
P .C Friars is 9-4. 
Villinova's Wildcats has dwin-
dled in size but not in strength. The 
' highest scorer for them last year 
was Harol Porter who since has 
signed up with Chicago. "The 
team won' t be as physical as it was 
last year," remarked Kraft, "but it 
:will be· just about as ' gdod." The 
two new members of the ball team 
will soon learn the treacherous 
"Ba.JI Defense" that has been such 
Touch Football 
Schedule · 
Wed., Oct. 27th 
Field I : ( 1) Unit 7 Killets vs Unit 
5 Jocks 
Field II: ( 2) Unit 12 Bombers vs 
Stonemen 
Mon ., Nov. 1st 
vs 
· .. 
a massive problem for Villinova's 
opponents. · · · _ .. : .. 
"College ball is ~ore ;~citing 
that pto--you can charige·things in 
collegiate basketball thal yoll can't 
in pro." That was Coach Kraft's 
answer to the question of whether 
he has considered to coach the 
professionals. The only consolation 
tie could see for turning pro would 
be the decided salary increase but 
quickly eliminated any such 
thoughts because of the limited-
ness of that division. 
. Because · of the time in which 
such workshops are in demand 
1 Kraft has only been able to be 
involved in two. His basketball 
training program goes into 'effect 
Oct. 15 even though their games 
won 't start until Dec. 1. His lec-
tures in New Jersey and at R.W.C. 
have been great assets .. to the 
crowd of people on hand to gather 
up the valuable information. 
During the rest of the month and 
on up to Nov. 30 the R.W.C. 
basketball workshop wil be 
presenting coaches Gavitt, 
Alaimo, Carinody, Folliard, 
O'Brien, and Geldart from P .C., 
Brown, U.R.I, Bryant, Assumption 
and Western New England. The 
coaches will elaborate on their own 
.style of the defen8ive' technique. It 
is hoped that everyone who attends 
will receive beneficial knowledge 
from these lectures. 
Gordon Halts, 
Hawks at 6! 
3~0 
by Richard D' Andrea 
The hawk Soccer Team lost its 
second straight game on Tuesday, 
October 12, to Gordon College. 
Gordon got on the scoreooard early 
in the first period on two qui·::k Field I : ( 1) Untouchables Unit 12 Bombers 
Field II: < 2) Unit 7 Killers 
Stonemen 
Wed., Nov.3rd 
goals. The r:est of the game was 
vs played evenly · until late in the 
fourth period when Gordon scored 
again. 
Field I: ( 1) Unit 5 Jocks vs Quill 
Quails 
Mon., Nov. 8th 
Field I: ( 1) Unit 7 Killers vs Unit 
12 Bombers 
Field II: (2) Unit 5 Jocks vs 
Untouchables 
Wed., Nov . 10th 
Field I: < 1) Stone~en vs Quill 
Quails 
Mon. , J\:ov. 15th _ 
· Field I: ( 1) Quill Quails vs Unit 7 
Killers 
Field II: (2) Stonemen vs Un-
touchables 
Wed., J\:ov. 17 
fField I_: (Ii Unit 12 Bombers vs 
Unit 5 Jocks 
covering it for the Quill, so I must 
at least mention her in this article. 
Many thanks, Vanessa. 
I .have reserv.ed special thanks 
for Bill Josephs for his fine 
·coaching this year and I wish him 
The game was marred by rough 
play as tempers flared frequently, 
as the hawk players wer~ frus-
trated time and time again by the 
inconsistency of the officials.Many 
people say that the officials can't 
win or lose games for a team, but 
you had to be there to appreciate 
the similarity between Laurel and 
Hardy and the officials.' 
Viewpoint--
. The referees were so bad that 
c:Iuring the whole game they only 
called two off sides. For those who 
don't · know too much about the 
game, offsides in a soccer . game 
are key points in th_e defense, To 
show how really incompetent the 
officials were, w.hen asked on 
several · different occasions about 
certain calls they had made, .they 
couldn't give any answer at all. It 
wa_s like talking to the walls. 
the best of - luck next season. 
Thanks, Coach. 
So ends the soccer season with a 
6: 5 record-for the Hawks. The final 
score again - WNE: 4, the 
Hawks : 0. 
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MENU 
BIGMAC.55 
DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER .49 
DOUBLE HAMBURGER .39 
LARGE FRENCH FRIES .35 
FRENCH FRIES .20 
FILET O' FISH 
CHEESEBURGER 
.39 APPLE PIE 
.25 MILK 
.20 
.15 
HAMBURGER .20 COFFEE .15 
COCA-COLA - ORANGE - ROOT BEER .15 & .20 
SHAKES-CHOCOLATE, STRAWBERRY, VANILLA, COFFEE .30 
'Pood for tlpught 
· A.. ' -w- · 
n 
·- McDonald"s 
u u® 
~===~~ 636 METACOM AVE. (RT. 138) 
DRAG TIME 
, 
By Andy lamascia -
and Kurt Giard 
In our first article we basically 
tried to give our readers an idea of 
what we were goi-ng to do. We think 
it's about time we did it. 
your old man wouldn't take too 
kindly· to the fact of you racing his 
limo. 
One basic disadvantage is that 
there are no tech. ,officials around 
First of all,-those of you who are to make the classes nice and fair 
into the automotive bit, you might for all parties involved. This means 
be pleased to know that a few tnat you run anybody and 
ambitious students (Who's names anything, -and it usually ends up 
will remain anonymous)· have with the feature race of the nite 
taken the iniative to establish a being the local storming ''B" 
measured quarter mile drag strip · modified that turns in the low 
on Metacom Ave. However may we elevens, running some poor slob in 
offer a bit of friendly advice. If you his mother's 307 Chevy II . The 
plan to try out our new addition to other and probably the most im-
the recreational facilities at the portant disadvantage is that th~se 
college make sure that none of our . fine -fellows in the black and white 
friendly Bristol law men are not cars with the gum ball on top have 
hanging around to greet the first a basic disdain for the sport. 
arrival and the second for that Despite its advantages and 
matter. at the finish line. Don't disadvantages street racing has 
think that.it can't happen. IT CAN, become a popular sport. (If you 
IT WILL. AND MOST OF ALL IT will allow us to classify it as a 
ALREADY HAS. And the local sport> throughout America. II} 
finest doesn't have much of an case you feel you should take an 
interest in what your ,motor looks interest in this daring pastime, we 
like. or what you've done to your feel obligated to give you· a few tips 
suspension just the fact that you on how to get your wheels to run a . 
were going a "little bit" fast. So little quicker. 
use some discretion. 
Street radng has some definite 
advantages and the first is very 
important, "IT'S FREE" . . This 
helps when you've just blown a lot 
of your hard earned mon~y 
building a four wheeled rocketsh1p 
oralowflyingjet. You usually don't 
have the cash to take it to the 
trac~. 
Second even if you don't have a 
screaming machine or the money 
to build one you can still get in-
.volved. I've seen an· Electra 225 
make a pretty good showing at the 
neighborhood strip but basically 
First of all, make sure you h.ave 
a good set of plugs and a set of good 
performance points, preferably a 
set that will stand up to the strain . 
ofrevving to seven thousand rpm's ~ 
If you don't have much cash to 
sink into a machine you have only 
one basic route to go. That's the 
bolt on options. The thing to do if 
. you· re not going fo do anything else 
is to throw in a good set of headers. 
Such companies as Hooker, Doug, 
Jardine, Headman, and' Cragar 
make good tube headers for just 
about every American car in 
existence. After you get your 
headers in and find out that you car 
WARREN, R.I. 
runs a little better you'll realize 
that all the work that it took yo4 to 
put them in was worth it. Putting 
headers in cars with big block V8's . 
can be a -"lot of laughs" take my 
word for it, but believe me it's well 
worth the effort. The next thing 
you could bring in is better fuel 
distribution and I don't mean the 
kind you get from using fuels with 
HT A added: I mean better car-
boration and a good manifold. In 
the area of carbs it all depends on 
the size of your motor, this also 
applies to the manifold. There are 
more different combinations to 
list, but stick with Edelbrock and 
Offenhauser in the manifold 
department and Holley for carbs. 
Still working with a limited 
budget the next thing is the rear 
gears. Depending whether you use 
the car for basic transportation -
around town you want economy 
wrapped up with the ability to -get 
going quickly. If this is your case a 
set of 3.90-1 will serve well, but· at 
most a 4.11-1. This will get you off 
-the line in decent form but you 
won't have. to sell your soul to Shell 
Oil. If you don't give a damn about 
gasmileagethenyou'reabout ready 
for a set of 4.56-1, 4.88-1 or if your 
father's last name is Getty 5.38-1. 
With these sets you · get between 
two hundred and three hundred 
feet on a gallon of gas, but you 
· come out of the hole like nothing 
you've ever .seen before. 
That's only a small, and I mean 
small portion of what you could d~ 
next week we'll try to give you 
more. If·you have ii question write 
in care of the Quill office we'll be 
. more than happy to answer it as 
well as we know how. 
OPINION 
Another Blunder 
For the Red Sox? 
By Bruce Hampton 
The Boston Red Sox made one of 
their usual trades during the past. 
World Series. The Bosox gave up 
six established players to 
Milwaukee for 4 ·?. They gave up 
the best fielding first baseman in 
either league in George . Scott. 
They also gave up a former Cy 
Young Award Winner in Jim 
Lonborg; Ken Brett, a strong left-
handed pitcher; Don Pavletich and 
two up and coming young out-
fielders in Joe Lahoud and Billy 
Conigliaro. The Brewers gave the 
Bosox Tom my Harper a 31 year 
old speedster , living on past 
memories, Lew Kraus who has 
joined · the list of "sore-armed~ 
pitchers. The Bosox now have a ~5 
year old pitcher in Morty Pattin 
with a record in 1971of14-14 and a 
minor league player. 
This trade brings to mind some 
of the other blundering trades the 
Red Sox have made. The most 
famous of which is the Babe Ruth 
trade in which_ the Red Sox got 
what? Two other trades were the 
Tony C. and -Ken Harrelson 
blunders in which the Sox got 
nothing . . 
The only trade bait left for the 
Sox seems to be ca,! .Yaztremski, 
Reggi Smith and Rico Petrocelli. 
These three will probably also go 
this winter for the -likes of Hoyt 
Wilhelm, Denny McLain and Don 
Mincher, "When are the Red Sox 
going to smarten up?" 
WRESTLING 
A wrestling is being 
formed on the Bristol 
Camous. 
Any stuaent ( preter~bly 
ma le) interested should 
con-Steve Izzo in room 508, 
Unit 9. Phone number 255-
3108 
Tuesday, October 26; -<1971 
J~ckey Shorts 
/ Hockey . 
by Russ Fountain 
GOAL!!!!!! 
This term was often yelled by 
members of last years hockey 
squad which, though ?ot the 
winningest hockey team m RWC 
history, did oro_ve itself to be the 
highest scoring team ever! The 
team was led- by three freshman, 
Mark Goerner < 13-21-34). Bob 
Jackson < 16-16-33), and Richie 
Johnson < 9-24-33) . Together this 
line accounted for 38 of the team's 
total 99 goals. A strong defense 
headed by Mike Zangfagna 
allowed the HAWKS to give up 85 
goals. . 
Experience played· a m~Jor . role 
for the hockey team last season as 
11 Freshman wore the school colors 
opposed to 10 upperclassmen. The 
. Joss of wingers Mike Patterson and 
John F iore at m'id-season also 
proved a difficulty to. the t~am . 
Both players incurred serious 
ankle injuries. 
At the end of the season the team 
was invited to the first annual 
Lobster Pot Tournament in 
Hyannis, Mass. The team won the 
second game afer having lost the 
first for a third place fini~h. 
Facts: 
Record 13-9 
Goals For : 97 
Goals Against: 85 
Hockey Meeting 
TODAY 
All interested in trying 
out for Hockey must attend 
a m~eting on Tues., Oct. 26 
af 3: 30 p.m. on the Prov. 
Campus, Student Center. 
Practice will begin, Sat. 
Oct. 30. 
